
December 2, 2019 
 
Amarjot Sandhu, Chair 
℅ Julia Douglas, Clerk 
Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs 
99 Wellesley Street West 
Room 1405, Whitney Block 
Queen’s Park, Toronto, ON M7A 1A2 
 
VIA EMAIL: comm-financeaffairs@ola.org 
 
Dear Chair and Members of the Standing Committee on Finance and Economic Affairs, 
 
Subject:  Bill 138, Plan to Build Ontario Together Act, 2019 
                Please Remove “SCHEDULE 13: Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997” from 
                Bill 138 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on Bill 138,  Plan to Build Ontario Together Act, 
2019.  We are commenting only on Schedule 13: Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 as it 
pertains to Double-crested Cormorants (DCCO). 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Please remove all of Schedule 13 from Bill 138 
 

“SCHEDULE 13 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 
Currently subsection 36 (1) of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 prohibits a 
hunter or trapper who kills game wildlife, other than furbearing mammals, from 
abandoning it if its flesh may become unsuitable for human consumption. Subsection 36 
(2) prohibits a person who possesses game wildlife that was hunted or trapped, other than 
furbearing mammals, from permitting its flesh to become unsuitable for human 
consumption. A new subsection 36 (2.1) is added to provide an exemption from 
subsections 36 (1) and (2) only in respect of double-crested cormorants in the 
circumstances prescribed by the regulations. A new paragraph 27.1 is added to section 
112 to allow the Lieutenant Governor in Council to make a regulation prescribing the 
circumstances in which subsections 36 (1) and (2) do not apply.Dec. 01 2019 Standing 
Committee Comments Cormorants” 

 
The following are a number of concerns expressed by Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Forestry (MNRF) Staff: 
 

“… 5. Introducing the provision to the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act to allow 
cormorant carcasses to spoil goes against a key fish and wildlife management principle: 
that wildlife should only be killed [f]or a legitimate purpose, such as for food, fur, self-
defence or protection of property. This principle has been integrated into fish and wildlife 
legislation and policies by resource management agencies across Canada and the U.S., 
and is a key component of Ontario’s Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act. Introducing a 
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spoilage provision for cormorants is not justified, and it undermines the integrity of 
MNRF as a science-based, sustainability-focused resource management agency…” 

 
Redacted Email sent by Jamie Stewart (MNRF) on January 3, 2019 3:58 PM to 
Christie Curley (MNRF) Subject line: Fwd: MNRF comments ER posting 013-
4124 cormorants and Attachments: ER posting 013-4124 MNRF manager 
approved comments xxxxdocx 

 
“…4.  If the proposal moves forward, how would DCCO carcass removal by hunters be 
accomplished to reduce aesthetic (e.g., cottage, lake front residence owners) and public 
health concerns or possible disease transmission (e.g., Virulent Newcastle Disease Virus) 
to other wild bird species and domestic poultry?…”  
… 
“…Southern Region Comments…Listing the Double-crested Cormorant (DDCC) 
[DCCO] as a game bird infers an interest in harvest and consumption of the species. 
There appears to be no intent for either in this case, so the label of game bird is not 
consistent with the purposes of the FWCA…” 
… 
“…Landowners are expressing concerns about their property where colonies exist. Some 
property owners are currently managing the population though other control methods (i.e, 
protection of property). They have expressed concerns with the impact of the proposal 
including serious safety issues, the potential for hunters to trespass, the potential for birds 
to be left to spoil on their property, birds washing-up on shore that have been shot over 
water and concern over people hunting adjacent to their property at any time during the 
open season…” 
… 
“… ● Designating a species as a game species and then permitting spoil is not aligned 
with concept of a hunt but rather should be considered a form of population control. If a 
hunt is the preferred solution for this species, then an option could be to harmonize the 
season with other migratory bird species. This avoids the optics of nest/colony hunting 
and avoids potential negative impacts to non-target species. 
● Landowners are expressing concerns that there is a potential for large numbers of dead 
birds to be left in lakes and wash up on to shorelines. There will likely be an expectation 
from the public that the MNRF will be responsive to resolving these concerns. MNRF 
may receive requests from the public or municipalities to retrieve or clean up dead birds. 
Consideration should be given as it relates to roles and responsibilities within MNRF, 
municipalities, etc. regarding this potential issue.  

 
Redacted Email sent by Jamie Stewart (MNRF) on December 24, 2018 5:18 PM 
to Christie Curley (MNRF), Subject line: Fwd: NWR Comments on EBR 
Cormorant Hunting Season, Attachment mmfs: NWR Comments on EBR 
Cormorant Hunting Season.docx 
 

HISTORY: 

Schedule 13: Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997, is the Ontario government’s 
plan to redefine the term “game” as it applies to birds in order to allow the flesh of 
“game birds” killed by provincially-licensed hunters to be deliberately wasted. 
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It is not only subsection 36 (1) of Ontario’s Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act that prohibits 
such wastage but essentially all legislation throughout the so-called “western” world, and 
beyond, that governs hunting of all game. 
 
Wastage of game characterized pre 20th Century sport hunting, with disastrous results for 
populations of “game” birds (and mammals and fish), resulting in extirpation or extinction of a 
range of once-common species. Among North American “game” birds: the most abundant 
species of grouse (Heath Hen), the most abundant of all birds (Passenger Pigeon) and possibly 
the most abundant shorebird (Eskimo Curlew) were all greatly diminished in the 19th century, all 
becoming extinct in the 20th century. 
 
Across the planet, including all of North America, from the late 19th century until the current 
government came into power in Ontario, all game management has been toward science-based 
policy designed to protect species populations, and has entirely emphasized usage. 
 
The vast majority of Canadians who recreationally interact with wildlife do so non-
consumptively. A recent poll indicates, (https://researchco.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/Tables_Animals_CAN_22Nov2019.pdf) some 85% of all Canadians 
oppose hunting animals for sport. 
 
But it is understood by everyone that all the animals killed and retrieved by licensed, ethical 
hunters are, indeed, utilized. Both within and outside of the hunting community, such utilization 
is fundamental. Wastage is antithetical to the very essence of hunting and game management and 
characteristic of those who don’t “hunt” as the term is now used, but kill for the pleasure derived 
from killing. 
 
This is true of the western tradition of hunting. But it is also true of First Nations hunting, where, 
particularly in the modern era, utilization is emphasized, with such use involving not only meat, 
but other parts of the animal, with nothing wasted (see, for example, 
http://trondekheritage.com/images/pdfs/Nothing_Wasted.pdf). 
 
What is being proposed by the current government of Ontario is in opposition to both western 
hunting ethics and those of First Nations. This desire is in response to a series of myths and 
misinformation promoted by the government. For example, it is stated in form letters sent out by 
the Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry that cormorants wiped out the only Great Blue 
Heron nesting colony on the Canadian shore of Lake Ontario, which is simply and categorically 
untrue; quite the contrary. 
 
What is a “game” bird? 
 
What constitutes a “game” species is a value-based determination based on a range of 
characteristics that can vary through time. 
 
However, the one characteristic of all game birds, fundamental to identifying them as “game 
birds”, is palatability. All game birds throughout the world and without exception, 
are palatable. Degree of palatability is subjective, and primarily dependent on the 
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game bird’s diet at time of death, but also depends on other factors such as fat content and 
muscle texture. 
 
While it is true that cormorants have been eaten, the consensus is that they are, to all practical 
intents, inedible, and certainly so shy of massive and expert culinary effort. 
 
There are two examples we know of cormorant bones occurring in First Nations kitchen middens 
in southern Ontario, adjoining the lower Great Lakes. 
 
Middens are the remains, usually mostly or exclusively bones, but also of utensils and other 
waste, dumped into one place and preserved by natural processes, often as subfossils, into the 
present. These findings are among a significant body of proof that contrary to commonplace 
opinion, the Double-crested Cormorant is indeed native to Ontario, including the lower Great 
Lakes. They don’t categorically prove that pre-Colonial First Nations people ate cormorants, and 
if they did, certainly they don’t indicate that it was done preferentially. On the contrary, the 
paucity of such remains in kitchen middens would suggest that cormorants were, at most, rarely 
eaten and then, presumably, out of desperation fueled by starvation. 
 
At any rate, the very fact that the Ontario government now wants to allow them to be classified 
as “game”, and yet left to spoil, is tacit admission that the primary criterion for designating the 
species as “game” is absent. 
 
Other considerations: 
 
But there are other considerations, widespread, if not quite so universal, in defining a “game 
bird”. Most “game bird” species, for example, have high recruitment potential. They lay a lot of 
eggs. Canada Geese lay approximately 2 to 11; Mallards approximately 7 to 16; Ruffed Grouse 
approximately 9 to 12; Northern Bobwhites approximately 7 to 28; Ring-necked Pheasants 
approximately 7 to 15; Wild Turkeys approximately 8 to 20; American Coots approximately 6 to 
15. The Double-crested Cormorant lays from 3 to 7, but usually 3 or 4. 
 
Among Ontario’s legally hunted “game birds” only the Mourning Dove lays fewer eggs 
(typically 2; American Woodcock and Wilson’s Snipe also lay numbers comparable to the 
cormorant’s but are very hard to locate, do not occur in flocks and are relatively seldom hunted 
in Ontario). But Mourning Doves are at least double-brooded (two broods raised per season) and 
can be triple-brooded. The cormorant is single-brooded (although it may produce a replacement 
brood if the first is lost). 
 
The eggs of the majority of “game bird” species are brooded by the female alone and for many 
species the female alone is required to successfully raise the young. Both cormorant parents are 
dedicated to, and necessary for, the successful incubation of both the eggs and successful care of 
the young. 
 
Game bird species tend either to be cryptically coloured and reclusive in their nature (grouse, 
rails, quail, pheasants) or are strong, fast flyers, often small (ducks, snipe, doves). Cormorants, 
like Canada geese belonging to “naïve” (ie., un-hunted people-tolerant) populations 
are large and easily shot. 
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Game bird species also tend to be non-colonial nesters. They may share nesting habitat, and a 
very few species may form relatively loose assemblies of nests but they do not nest in relatively 
dense, multi-species colonies. Cormorants do, increasing their vulnerability. The largest colony 
of Double-crested Cormorants ever recorded, in the Sea of Cortez, Mexico, was eliminated 
through disturbances by human visitors. 
 
Ignoring established hunting ethics and reasons to kill wildlife: 
 
As mentioned above, hunting, as a minority use of wildlife opposed by most Canadians, seeks 
justification within the general ethical framework held by most people, and that includes usage. 
In an age of massive extinction rates, the contempt for native wild animals embodied by killing 
them and throwing them away is an abhorrence. 
 
According to the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters (OFAH) website:  
 

“Hunting isn’t for everyone, but those who participate, speak fondly about the reasons 
they are drawn to the woods and waters each year. Hunting brings friends and families 
together, provides nutritious food, pays for conservation, honors our heritage and offers a 
chance to pass down traditions. Hunting also develops survival skills and provides a 
chance to experience ecosystems, habitats and game species up close and personal. 
Hunters are part of these ecosystems rather than apart from them, which is one of the 
reasons why eating game is so rewarding. For many, hunting is the common denominator 
that connects them with the food they eat, their environment, their family and friends and 
especially themselves. Hunting is not just something we do, but it is a part of who we 
are.” (Our Emphasis.) 

 
It is hard to see how cormorant hunting would bring “friends and families together” given that it 
is simply a matter of shooting birds on or over the water as they appear. It’s hard to see what 
“survival skills” derive from shooting a big bird off a log or out of the sky. And certainly 
cormorants don’t provide “nutritious food”, nor, in contrast to these views, does the government 
expect them to be allowed to spoil. 
 
If the government plans to enforce the proposed regulations to assure that cormorant populations 
are not dangerously depleted and that birds are not left to rot in the environment, cormorant 
killing will not pay for conservation, but rather, will take money that potentially could be used 
for conservation to be applied to ongoing population assessments and law enforcement. In short, 
such “assurance” would seem to be quite meaningless. 
 
In the case of the DCCO there is no “heritage” or “tradition” to be passed down. Prior to the 20th 
century, the killing of cormorants, and virtually all other predatory species, was either market-
driven (for feathers, not, obviously meat, with disastrous results which led to the promulgation of 
ethical, science-based wildlife management in the first place) or retaliatory, in the now 
discredited belief that apex and other predators should be eliminated as competitors for “game” 
species. 
 
Certainly what is proposed will not allow hunters to be “part of” ecosystems that 
would naturally exist, since it can mean the elimination of major cormorant colonies 
(which usually include other bird species) as part of the ecosystem. 
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It certainly will not connect anyone with “the food we eat”. In short, it is just killing, not hunting, 
because the Double-crested Cormorant is not a palatable bird. 
 
Disease Considerations: 
 
All species, including our own, are subject to communicable diseases. Most such illnesses to 
which wild birds are most susceptible exist within the avian population, thus pose little 
“zoonotic” risk – risk of transmission to humans, or, for that matter, to domestic livestock. The 
most virulent of these also tend to be the most short-lived, since they often kill off the hosts 
before they can spread. 
 
However, killing significant numbers of cormorants significantly increases the risk that diseases 
such as Virulent Newcastle’s Disease (VND) will be transmitted to humans, where it can cause 
illness (but is not lethal) or, of far greater consequence, to domestic poultry 
(https://newfoodeconomy.org/virulent-newcastle-disease-poultry-backyard-chicken-coops/). 
 
Whether or not hunters are mandated as a condition to licensing to effectively dispose of dead 
cormorants, the likelihood of such disposal being carried out is relatively remote. This is 
especially so remembering that the “traditional” or “ethical” hunter for whom the deliberate 
spoilage of “game” is 
unthinkable will be replaced by the “hunter” for whom killing is the main purpose of acquiring a 
hunting license. 
 
Simply burying the birds in shallow graves, tying rocks to them to sink them in the water, tossing 
them out of sight under logs or bushes or simply leaving them where they fall will all contribute 
to the spread of VND, Avian Salmonellosis (see http://www.cwhc-
rcsf.ca/docs/fact_sheets/Avian_Salmonellosis_Fact_Sheet.pdf) and similar transmittable diseases 
into wildlife populations or into domestic poultry. This is counter to the core function and 
purpose of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, and the goals and objectives of all prior 
provincial governments. 
 
Public stressors and social divisiveness: 
 
It’s true that there is a great deal of antipathy against the Double-crested Cormorant, but is 
countered by a growing awareness of the importance of apex predators and the importance of the 
roles they play within the ecological whole. 
 
This awareness leads away from fear and loathing that once saw all predatory animals as 
“enemies” to social concern to be eliminated as expeditiously as possible – the dominate ethos 
prior to the Age of Enlightenment, and sadly lingering to the present. But even so it is being 
replaced, initially as the work of such people as Carl Linnaeus, Alexander von Humboldt, Alfred 
Wallace, and, especially, Charles Darwin, became the root from which grew understanding 
enhanced by many others moved us into the 20th century. We should not ignore what contributed 
to our understanding of basic ecology. 
 
What is proposed is a giant step backward, and will inevitably lead to divisiveness 
within society, with the ecologically informed, the pro-environmentalists, the animal 
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protectionist community, the ethical hunters, and various outdoor recreationists, against the 
“hunters” supportive of the idea of killing, essentially, as many cormorants as they wish. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
There is no justification to permit “hunters” to leave the bodies of cormorants to waste.  It’s a 
disgrace that the government has chosen to persecute cormorants. Please change your direction 
and respect Ontario’s biodiversity by removing Schedule 13 from Bill 138. 
 
Signatories: 
 
Michael Bernard, Deputy Director, Humane Society International/Canada 
Lia Laskaris, Research Associate, Animal Alliance of Canada 
Barry Kent MacKay, Director of Canadian and Special Programs, Born Free USA 
Liz White, Leader, Animal Protection Party of Canada 
Ainslie Willock, Director, Canadians for Snow Geese 
Julie Woodyer, Campaigns Director, Zoocheck 
 
 

                       
 
 

                   
 
 

Attachment:  Source of MNRF Staff Statements 
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